Retrospective registration of PET and MR brain images: an algorithm and its stereotactic validation.
We present a validation study of an algorithm for retrospective registration of PET and MR brain images. This algorithm involves two steps. In the first step, the two volumes are reformatted by aligning their interhemispheric fissure planes (midsagittal plane). In the second step, the corresponding planes parallel to the midsagittal plane are further aligned in the reformatted volumes to produce a 3D rigid body registration of the two original volumes. It is an efficient algorithm because both steps are performed in 2D spaces, and in each step only a small number of landmarks are required. A user-friendly system has been implemented to facilitate easy and fast processing of registration and reformatting of image volumes. The accuracy of this algorithm is validated using clinical scans of neurosurgical patients with a stereotaxic frame attached to their skull. The frame-based stereotaxic system provides an effective method for transforming image coordinates from different image volumes into a common coordinate system. This common coordinate system is used for assessing the spatial correspondence of each pixel in the registered image volumes. Validation using the stereotaxic image volumes enables objective estimation of retrospective registration accuracy. Analysis of 11 MR/PET image pairs indicates that our registration method not only is efficient but also provides adequate accuracy for most clinical evaluation of PET studies. We have implemented and validated an efficient algorithm for retrospective registration of PET and MR brain images.